Purpose: Genomic complexity is present in approximately 15% to 30% of all chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) and has emerged as a strong independent predictor of rapid disease progression and short remission duration in CLL. We conducted this study to advance our understanding of the causes of genomic complexity in CLL.
Genomic aberrations substantially influence the biology and clinical outcome of patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL; refs. [1] [2] [3] . The presence of specific chromosomal deletions, in particular del17p and del11q, allows for the identification of a subset of patients with shortened overall survival. Furthermore, CLL patients with chromosomal translocations, complex aberrant karyotypes, or elevated genomic complexity, as measured through single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) arrays, have recently been shown to have aggressive CLL that is characterized by rapid disease progression and short remission duration (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . An ad hoc summary analysis of these published reports suggests that CLL cases with these latter genomic complexity characteristics are substantially more common than CLL with del17p or p53 mutations and that the overlap between these two groups of CLL is partial, thus implying the existence of additional unidentified factors that cause genomic complexity in CLL.
Subchromosomal deletions, which are the quantitatively dominant genomic aberration in CLL, must have involved DNA double-strand breaks as intermediates. Given that the cellular response to DNA double-strand breaks comprises cell cycle arrest, repair pathway activation, or, alternatively, apoptotic cell death, it seems rational to assume that defects in DNA double-strand break repair/response pathways are causally linked to subchromosomal genomic complexity in CLL. The two most prominent examples of genes, mutated or defective in subsets of CLL, which are part of the DNA double-strand break repair/response pathways are p53 and ATM, and both genes have been linked to more aggressive CLL (1, (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . Nonetheless, mutations or aberrations leading to the reduced function of either gene are not routinely comprehensively measured in CLL, and further, the relationship of aberrations in either gene to CLL with complex genomes has not been systematically investigated in large prospectively analyzed CLL cohorts.
One of the attractive features of genomic complexity assessments as a biomarker for aggressive CLL is the fact that establishing a link between the ineffectiveness of commonly used genotoxic drugs in CLL, an impaired DNA double-strand break apoptotic response, and elevated genomic complexity would provide a firm rationale to target CLL with elevated genomic complexity with alternative or nongenotoxic therapies. As many of the most commonly used drugs in CLL therapy, including purine analogues and cyclophosphamide, are genotoxic and, in the case of fludarabine, have been shown to induce a p53-dependent transcriptional response in CLL cells, assessments of elevated genomic complexity could lead to the development of risk-adapted therapies akin to therapies developed for patients with del17p (16) (17) (18) .
In addition to genomic aberrations, various biomarkers including ZAP-70 expression, IgV H status, CD38 expression, and others have been identified in CLL that can dichotomize CLL patient populations into lower and higher risk groups (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) . However, little information is available about a possible link between these various biomarkers and genomic complexity in CLL.
In this study using multivariate analysis, we have comprehensively analyzed the effect of various measurable biomarkers on genomic complexity in CLL. Furthermore, we discovered an impaired cellular apoptotic response to radiation as an independent strong predicting factor for complexity in CLL, thus providing direct experimental evidence for an involvement of an impaired cellular response to DNA damage in the acquisition of genomic lesions. From these data, we conclude that an impaired DNA double-strand break response and multiple genomic deletions, including del17p, del11q, and del13q14 type II (Rb loss), are independent strong predictors of genomic complexity in CLL. Combined, these data suggest the existence of multiple independent gene defects in CLL that confer genomic instability. Among these defects, we identify a strong independent effect of aberrant p53 function on genomic complexity in CLL and, surprisingly, only a modest effect of ATM hypofunction. We identify multiple genes in the response pathway following DNA doublestrand breaks (ATM, Mre11, and H2AFX) to be codeleted through del11q, thus suggesting that the genomic complexity associated with del11q may be caused by compound gene defects (31) . Finally, we report for the first time an independent strong effect of del13q14 type II deletions on genomic complexity (32) and have identified reduced Rb expression associated with these larger 13q14 subtypes.
Materials and Methods
Patients. This study is based on CLL patient samples that were as described in refs. (6, 12) . The trial was approved by the University of Michigan Institutional Review Board (IRBMED #2004-0962) and written informed consent was obtained from all patients before enrollment. Clinical outcome analysis followed previously published definitions (6) .
Measurements of radiation-induced apoptosis in CLL. Cryopreserved CLL cells were thawed, washed, and depleted of CD3-and CD14-positive cells using negative selection over Miltenyi Biotec LS columns. Tumor cells thus purified were aliquoted into low-cell-binding tissue culture plates (Nunc #145385) at concentrations of 1.2 × 10 7 per milliliter for Western blotting and 3 × 10 6 per milliliter for apoptosis analysis by flow cytometry. Cells rested for 1 to 1.5 h before treatment with 5 Gy of ionizing radiation (Philips 250 kV X-ray-emitting source). Apoptosis measurement by flow cytometry was carried out after cells had incubated at 37°C with 5% CO 2 for 40 to 42 h postirradiation, using Annexin V and propidium iodide (PI) staining and a Becton Dickinson FACSCalibur flow cytometer. Duplicate measurements of remaining viable cells (Annexin V-negative/PI-negative) for irradiated and paired nonirradiated tumor samples were tabulated.
Detection of p53 aberrations. Sequence analysis of p53 exons 5 to 9 was available for all studied samples as previously described (12) . In addition, p53 immunoblotting results from CLL cells treated with MDM2 inhibitors or solvent were available for 106 of 178 of the samples as previously described. Given that an aberrant p53 immunoblotting result was never found in the 106 tested samples in the absence of either known p53 sequence mutations, the presence of del17p, or copy-neutral loss of heterozygosity at 17p (all data available for the entire cohort), we grouped all remaining CLL (n= 72) with wild-type p53 exon 5 to 9 and the absence of either del17p or acquired copy-neutral loss of heterozygosity (aUPD) at 17p as p53 nonaberrant.
Exon resequencing of Mre11a and H2AFX. Primers to amplify and sequence all coding exons of human Mre11a and H2AFX and adjacent intronic sequences were designed
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Measurements of radiation-induced ATM autophosphorylation in CLL. Cells for Western blot were harvested 20 min after irradiation treatment, washed once with 1× PBS, and lysed on ice for 20 min with lysis buffer (50 mmol/L Tris, 100 mmol/L NaCl, 2 mmol/L EDTA, 2 mmol/L EGTA, 1% Triton X-100, and 20 mmol/L NaF) supplemented with fresh protease and phosphatase inhibitors (1 mmol/L sodium orthovanadate, 1 mmol/L phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and 1× Sigma protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails). Western blots were carried out for both irradiated and nonirradiated CLL-derived tumor samples for phospho-ATM (Ser1981, Rockland Immunochemicals), total ATM (Santa Cruz Biotech), actin (Sigma), and α-tubulin (Santa Cruz) for all patients. All Western blots included two pooled standard samples and uniform cell equivalent loading to enable quantitation across multiple blots.
Western blots for phospho-Ser-1981-ATM, ATM, and actin were subjected to densitometric quantitation using an Alpha Imager transilluminator (Alpha Innotech) and the SpotDenso feature of this company's AlphaEaseFC software. An image of each blot film was captured using identical camera exposure settings for all films. For each blot image, identically sized density measurement rectangles were placed around each protein band of interest, and local background was subtracted for each individual rectangle. Resulting band density values were imported into Microsoft Excel. For each film, the patient sample protein band density values were normalized to the mean value of two standards: pooled patient sample protein lysates run in the same positions in every blot used for the project. Finally, for each patient, the standard-normalized protein band density values for pATM were divided by the respective normalized values for ATM and for actin.
50K SNP array profiling of 178 CLL cases. Genomic profiling using SNP arrays was done as previously described (32) .
Measurements of normalized Rb, Mre11a, and H2AFX expression using Q-PCR. RNA was prepared from approximately 2 × 10 5 to 2 × 10 6 ultrapure CD19+ fluorescenceactivated cell sorting-sorted cells using the Trizol reagent and was resuspended in 50 μL DEPC-treated water. Complementary DNA was made from ∼20 ng of RNA using the SuperScript III first strand synthesis kit (Invitrogen) and oligo-dT priming. Primers and Taqman-based probes were purchased from Applied Biosystems (Primers-on-demand). Statistical methods. Genomic complexity was defined as having three or more losses, or having three or more losses plus gains plus uniparental disomy (UPD) = total complexity. Logistic regression was used to relate the presence of genomic complexity (a dichotomous response variable) to potential predictive factors of complexity. All factors of interest were considered in univariate analysis. ALL-fluorescence in situ hybridization (All-FISH) data categorize samples independent of degree of clonal involvement; FISH-25 data categorize samples only if ≥25% of nuclei carried the FISH finding as per routine clinical FISH reports from the Mayo Clinic. Mean positive cell fraction for FISH categories in this cohort was 68% for del17p, 59% for del11q, and approximately 75% for del13q14 type II. In multivariate analysis, all the models we considered included a core set of four variables: CD38, ZAP-70, IGV H , and del13q type II. Three additional factors were then added to each model: one of the del11q measurements (FISH-25 or All-FISH), one of the phospho-ATM measurements, and one of the following four factors: p53 aberrancy status, percent of cells alive postirradiation, and del17p either as FISH-25 or All-FISH. The latter four factors were grouped because they are mechanistically related. Patients with multiple genomic abnormalities were counted in each category without the use of a hierarchical model. For both univariate and multivariate analysis, the relationship between genomic complexity and a given predictive factor was assessed by the odds ratio (OR) (conditional OR in multivariate analysis) and its P value. The polarity of each variable was assigned so that higher levels of coding corresponded to greater univariate risk of complexity. Thus, higher risk is associated with greater CD38 and ZAP-70 levels; unmutated IgV H ; lower normalized phospho-ATM levels; higher percentages of cells alive postradiation; p53 aberrations; and the presence of del13q, del11q, and del17p deletions.
Survivor functions, time to first; time to subsequent therapy; and overall survival (TTFT, TTST, and OS) for CLL subgroups defined by the degree of radiation resistance or ATM activity (measured through p-ATM/ATM or p-ATM/actin ratios) are displayed using the method of Kaplan and Meier.
Results
Patient characteristics. Included in this analysis are data from 178 patients that were previously analyzed for genomic complexity using 50K SNP arrays (6) . Data on individual biomarkers including ZAP-70 expression, IgV H status, CD38 expression, p53 mutations, CLL FISH, 50K SNP-array data, and MDM2 SNP309 allele status were available for all of the 178 cases (6) . Depending on availability of sufficient cryopreserved specimens for analysis, radiation-induced apoptosis data were available for 158 cases; normalized p-ATM data were available for 141 cases; and normalized Rb mRNA data were available for 160 cases. This core data set was supplemented with additional consecutively enrolled CLL cases specifically for del11q breakpoint mapping using 6.0 SNP array data (data not shown) and Mre11a mRNA analysis using Q-PCR (n = 220). All analysis described below is solely based on biological specimens collected at the time of study enrollment, thus minimizing bias introduced through CLL clonal evolution or biomarker instability.
Impaired radiation-induced apoptosis is a strong predictor of genomic complexity in CLL. Based on unbiased measurements of subchromosomal lesion loads in CLL using 50K SNP arrays (derived from pairwise analysis of CD19+ cells and paired buccal DNA), we had previously defined acquired genomic complexity in CLL as the sum of all subchromosomal losses (loss complexity) or the sum of subchromosomal losses, gains, and UPD (total complexity) per CLL case, respectively (6) . Given that molecular defects in genes involved in DNA double-strand break response and repair pathways are likely candidates for causing genomic complexity, we used external radiation to introduce DNA double-strand breaks into CLL cells from 158 patients and measured the cellular apoptotic response to radiation approximately 40 to 44 hours after the Fig. 1 . Measurements of the apoptotic response of CLL cells to radiation and the association with elevated genomic complexity. Highly enriched CD19+ cells from 158 CLL patients were irradiated with 5 Gy, and the viable and apoptotic/necrotic cell populations were measured for irradiated and nonirradiated samples using Annexin V-PI fluorescence-activated cell sorting staining ∼40 h postirradiation. Each dot represents the mean normalized fraction of duplicate measurements of cells alive (%alive = % alive irradiated samples/% alive paired nonirradiated samples) for individual CLL samples categorized by hierarchical FISH (all depicted genomic categories other than p53 aberrant or del17p are p53 wild-type). Colored dots, cases with genomic complexity with three or more lesions. Horizontal bars, the mean of values within each genomic category. A, loss complexity. B, total complexity. radiation insult. Data are summarized in Fig. 1 with the normalized fraction of cells alive after radiation plotted against hierarchical CLL FISH data (all genomic categories other than p53 aberrant or del17p are p53 wild-type. Furthermore, all del17p cases depicted were p53 aberrant, whereas a few p53 aberrant cases either lacked del17p or carried aUPD at 17p that is not detectable through FISH).
As can be seen in Fig. 1 , CLL cells from patients with either del17p or p53 aberrations (see Materials and Methods) were resistant to radiation-induced apoptosis (mean normalized fraction of cells alive postirradiation of 1.14 and 1.03, respectively), confirming the essential role that p53 serves in the apoptotic response to radiation-induced DNA double-strand breaks and providing confidence in our analytic conditions. Similar analysis for CLL cells with del11q, trisomy 12, or del13q14 type II identified intermediate radiation sensitivity (mean normalized fraction of cells alive postirradiation of 0.5, 0.54, and 0.41, respectively), and analysis for isolated del13q14 type I or normal FISH identified substantial radiation sensitivity (mean normalized fraction of cells alive postirradiation of 0.26 and 0.31, respectively). Compared with the CLL cases with isolated del13q14 type I, all genomic CLL categories, except for normal FISH, displayed highly significant radiation resistance. Interestingly, in addition to the CLL with del17p or p53 aberrations, each of the other five FISH-based CLL categories encompassed multiple cases that showed profound radiation resistance even in the absence of p53 aberrations. Thus, significant defects in the apoptotic response to DNA double-strand breaks other than p53 are present in a substantial fraction of CLL.
Next, we highlighted the subset of CLL cases with a genomic complexity of three or more lesions within the radiation resistance/sensitivity plots (Fig. 1) ; most CLL cases with elevated complexity and del17p/p53 aberrations or del13q14 type II were characterized by substantial or complete radiation resistance. Sporadic CLL cases with elevated genomic complexity in all other FISH categories (including del11q) showed either partial radiation resistance or relative radiation sensitivity. Furthermore, CLL cases with trisomy 12, isolated del13q14 type I, or normal FISH were only rarely associated with elevated complexity. Finally, CLL cases with trisomy 12, despite being associated with substantial resistance to radiation-induced apoptosis, did not display genomic complexity, thus indicating that defects in radiation-induced apoptosis are heterogeneous and that some defects are not sufficient to cause unstable genomes in CLL.
Radiation resistance identifies aggressive CLL. Next, we analyzed the prognostic effect of ex vivo radiation resistance on clinical outcome variables in CLL within the above-mentioned set of 158 CLL cases. Furthermore, we separately analyzed the cases within this group that had wild-type p53 (n = 139) as defined above.
As can be seen in Fig. 2A to F, ex vivo radiation resistance was an excellent predictor of aggressive CLL with shortened TTFT, TTST, and OS when comparing three equal sized groups of CLL cases characterized by the lowest, intermediate, or highest radiation resistance. Importantly, this remained true for the cohort that excluded p53 aberrations (Fig. 2D-F) .
CLL cases with elevated genomic complexity are identified across the spectrum of FISH-defined genomic subtypes. We analyzed the occurrence of elevated genomic complexity with three or more lesions in all FISH25-defined genomic subgroups in our cohort of 178 CLL. As can be seen in Table 1 and Fig. 3A and B, various genomic CLL subgroups (del17p/p53 aberrations, del11q, del13q14 type II, and del6q) were characterized by a high proportion of cases with elevated complexity, whereas conversely, CLL with trisomy 12, del13q14 type I, or normal FISH were infrequently complex.
Next, we analyzed the sensitivity and specificity of a FISH result with two or more lesions (e.g., del17p/ del13q14) for genomic complexity at either two or more, or three or more lesions for both complexity based on losses or total complexity (FISH results with three or more lesions had an incidence of only 2% in this cohort). As summarized in Supplementary Table S2, FISH with two or more lesions was not sensitive (approximately 45-50%) but quite specific (∼90%) for genomic complexity.
Identification of predictors of genomic complexity in CLL using univariate analysis. Next, we wished to determine the importance of various biomarkers, including the apoptotic response of CLL cells to radiation, as predictors of genomic complexity in CLL. Genomic complexity was dichotomized into less than three or three or more lesions, a cutoff that had previously allowed for the identification of a subset of CLL with aggressive disease. For the following univariate and multivariate analysis, none of the variables were subjected to a hierarchical model.
In univariate analysis, multiple factors emerged as significant predictors of genomic complexity in CLL (see Supplementary Table S3 ). For instance, in the analysis using complexity at three or more losses, p53 aberrations (OR = 17.75; P < 0.001), del17p (OR = 23.62; P < 0.0001), del11q (OR = 7.42; P < 0.0001), del6q (OR = 12.33; P = 0.005), the fraction of cells alive postirradiation [OR = 8.62 for any 50% increment in cells alive (for instance 75% alive versus 25% alive), P < 0.0001], IgV H unmutated (OR = 4.38; P = 0.002), CD38 (OR = 3.44; P = 0.005), del13q14 type II (OR = 2.92; P = 0.018), ZAP-70 (OR = 3.92; P = 0.003), and lower Rb mRNA levels (coded quantitatively with lower Rb mRNA levels reflected in higher Δ Ct Rb-PGK1 levels and higher ORs for complexity) emerged as predictive factors. If only FISH25 results were considered, the corresponding results were del17-FISH25 (OR = 20.28; P < 0.0001), del11q-FISH25 (OR = 11.6; P < 0.0001), and del6q FISH-25 (OR = 12.33; P = 0.005). The MDM2 SNP 309 allele status (TT versus either T/G or GG) and del13q14 type I did not emerge as significant risk factors (33) . The presence of trisomy 12 or normal FISH was negatively associated with genomic complexity.
ATM activity is a modestly strong predictor of genomic complexity in CLL in univariate analysis. Given the strong effect of del11q on genomic complexity in CLL and the reported association of del11q with ATM mutations/dysfunction, we proceeded with measurements of normalized ATM activity in all studied CLL cases for which sufficient cryopreserved cells were available (n = 141). ATM autophosphorylation on Ser-1981 was measured 20 min after 5 Gy of radiation and was normalized on each immunoblot to internal standards and subsequently to normalized levels of total ATM or actin. Normalization to both total ATM and actin allowed further separation of ATM hypoactivity due to low ATM expression (p-ATM/ATM preserved, p-ATM/actin low) or dysfunctional ATM (p-ATM/ATM and p-ATM/actin both low). Representative immunoblots are shown in Supplementary Fig. S1 . Next, we determined the predictive effect of p-ATM/ ATM and p-ATM/actin ratios on genomic complexity in CLL using these ratios as a continuous variable. Using univariate analysis, low p-ATM/ATM and p-ATM/actin ratios showed a modest predictive effect on genomic complexity (p-ATM/ATM OR = 2.87; P = 0.057; and p-ATM/actin OR = 2.69; P = 0.019 for three or more versus less than three losses; and p-ATM/ATM OR = 2.92; P = 0.036 and p-ATM/actin OR = 2.10; P = 0.043 for three or more versus less than three total lesions) for any absolute decrease in the ratios of 1 (for instance, p-ATM/ATM ratios of 1.6 and 0.6, respectively).
ATM activity is not a predictor of outcome in CLL. We analyzed the effect of p-ATM/ATM and p-ATM/actin ratios in three equal-sized groups of CLL (lowest, intermediate, and highest ATM activity) on the outcome variables TTFT, TTST, and OS in the cohort of cases with available Fig. 3 . Elevated genomic complexity and relationship to CLL FISH categories. A and B, frequency of elevated genomic complexity based on losses or total complexity in various genomic CLL categories. Supplementary Fig. S2A to F, ATM activity was not a significant prognostic variable in CLL.
measurements. As depicted in
Del17p/p53 aberrations, del11q, del13q14 type II, and CD38 expression are independent predictors of genomic complexity in CLL (multivariate analysis). We proceeded with multivariate analysis to identify dependent and independent predictors of genomic complexity in CLL and included the following v ariables in p arallel Cox proportional hazard models: CD38, ZAP-70, IgV H -status, del13q14 type II, and del11q; alternatively, either del17p, p53 aberrations, or the fractions of cells alive postirradiation as the latter three variables are directly linked mechanistically through p53. Data are summarized in Table 2 , grouped by results for loss complexity (A) and total complexity (B).
From these models, we identified p53 aberrations/ del17p, del11q, and del13q14 type II as strong independent predictors of elevated genomic complexity in CLL. In models including the variable % cells alive postirradiation, del11q lost independence, consistent with the notion that the del11q effect is linked to a defective response to DNA double-strand breaks. Furthermore, CD38 expression in >30% of CLL cells was an independent complexity predictor, whereas ZAP-70 expression and IgV H status were not.
Next, we added the variables p-ATM/ATM or p-ATM/Actin into the models. Data are summarized in Supplementary Table S4 and S5. From these models, it became clear that ATM activity was not independent of del11q, thus providing novel evidence for del11q-associated genes other than or in addition to ATM that confer genomic complexity on CLL cells.
Del11q frequently results in monoallelic deletions of Mre11 or H2AFX in addition to invariate monoallelic ATM deletion. Most CLL cases with del11q had elevated genomic complexity but this was not strictly dependent on absent ATM activity. For instance, of the 10 CLL cases with del11q and available measurement of ATM activity and wild-type p53, 3 of 5 cases with complete loss of ATM activity had elevated genomic complexity, as opposed to 3 of 5 cases with essentially normal ATM activity (see Table 3 and Fig. 5) .
We therefore reviewed the anatomy of del11q as defined through SNP array profiling of 232 CLL cases for additional complexity-causing candidate genes. Overall, SNP array analysis detected 22 of 232 cases with del11q that spanned ATM. Of these, 22 of 22 (100%) resulted in the loss of one copy of ATM, 11 of 22 (50%) included Mre11, 4 of 22 (18%) included H2AFX, and 14 of 22 (64%) cases including either Mre11 or H2AFX or both together with ATM loss (see Table 3 and Fig. 5) . Therefore, multiple genes with important roles in the response pathways activated by DNA double-strand breaks are monoallelically codeleted through del11q in the majority of CLL cases.
Next, we measured normalized Mre11a expression in RNA from fluorescence-activated cell sorting-sorted CD19+ cells (n = 220 CLL cases) and grouped resulting normalized values according to del11q status and Mre11a status. As can be seen in Supplementary Fig. S3A , Mre11a mRNA levels were substantially and significantly lower in CLL with del11q that was inclusive of Mre11a than in CLL with del11q exclusive of Mre11a or all other non-del11q CLL cases.
To obtain additional evidence in support of a contributing role of Mre11a in del11q biology and genomic complexity in CLL, we sequenced all coding exons of Mre11a in all CLL that carried del11q and monoallelic Mre11a loss (n = 11). We identified two CLL cases with Mre11a nucleotide changes as a consequence of loss of heterozygosity at nonsynonymous SNPs that predicted for amino acid changes in Mre11a (Supplementary Fig. S3B ), although effects of these changes on Mre11a remain undefined. Sequencing of the H2AFX coding exon did not disclose mutations and too few cases had H2AFX +/− status to reliably detect mRNA expression differences. No case was found not to express H2AFX.
Discussion
Genomic instability and elevated genomic complexity have been linked to poor outcome in multiple types of cancer (34, 35) . In CLL, elevated genomic complexity exists in 15% to 30% of previously nontreated patients and has identified a substantial disease subset with an aggressive disease course (6) . It therefore seemed important to establish a link between the identification of aggressive CLL, molecular defects in the DNA double-strand break response, and unbiased assessments of genomic complexity in CLL, all in the setting of prevailing therapies with genotoxic drugs as reported here for a large CLL cohort.
Using radiation as a relatively selective modality to introduce DNA double-strand breaks into CLL cells, we confirmed that a substantial subset of CLL displays relative or absolute radiation resistance; this is in the setting of p53 aberrations, as expected, as well as in CLL cases with wild-type p53 (36) (37) (38) . Given our prior findings of general sensitivity of CLL with wild-type p53 to p53-induced apoptosis following treatment with Nutlin3-type MDM2 inhibitors, together, these data provide evidence for proximal defects in CLL in the signaling cascade that originates with DNA breaks and culminates in p53 activation. Additionally, and not further investigated in this study, CLL with wild-type p53 and radiation resistance may have elevated activity of NHEJ pathways that repair DNA damage before the execution of p53-dependent apoptosis, thus potentially contributing to the observed radiation resistance (39) .
Using multivariate analysis, we found that resistance to radiation-induced apoptosis was a very strong independent predictor of genomic complexity in CLL, thus directly linking defective apoptotic DNA double-strand break Fig. 5 . Deletion 11q in CLL affects multiple critical genes involved in the response to double-strand DNA breaks: high-resolution mapping of del11q in CLL using 50K SNP-arrays (CLL1-186). Copy number estimates for all SNP positions for all patients were generated through dChipSNP as described and are displayed across the length of the chromosomes. Blue, copy losses; red, copy gains. Genomic copy number display for a region of chromosome 11. The estimated copy numbers for all SNP positions for CLL # 52 are displayed along the chromosome below the chromosome 11 display; red line, the 2N state. Arrows, the position of Mre11, ATM, and H2AFX. CLL#182 has a del11q that is not readily visible at this resolution.
response with genomic complexity and aggressive CLL. Furthermore, we report for the first time a strong negative effect of impaired radiation-induced apoptosis on survival in CLL even in a subset of cases with wild-type p53.
Data presented here provide evidence for a strong effect of p53 aberrations on genomic complexity in CLL. This therefore corroborates findings of the negative prognostic effect of del17p (always associated with p53 aberrations) or rare isolated p53 mutations on CLL and explains why unbiased genomic complexity assessments completely capture the risk imparted on CLL through del17p (1, 6, 40) . Our data furthermore identify del11q and the recently identified del13q14 type II deletions (Rb loss) as independent predictors of genomic complexity in CLL, providing independent evidence for the existence of additional defects in genes with effects on genomic stability in CLL.
Attempting to deconvolute the effect of del11q on genomic complexity, we measured ATM activity through ATM autophosphorylation postirradiation in ∼140 CLL cases (41) . To our knowledge, such an unbiased, comprehensive assessment of ATM activity in CLL has not been previously done. Measuring ATM activity as a variable in our genomic complexity analysis, rather than ATM mutations, seemed to be a more direct and specific way of interrogating ATM dysfunction as (a) the effect of individual mutations in large proteins are not always readily predictable, and (b) mutations and hypofunction in ATM can be dissociate. Multiple interesting findings emerged: (a) true functional ATM null states are rare in CLL, as suggested in prior studies (11); (b) ATM kinase displayed a continuum of activities across this large CLL cohort rather than discrete activity clusters, as exists for p53 (wild-type versus aberrant); (c) importantly, reduced ATM activity alone did not account for the effects of del11q on genomic complexity in CLL; (d) ATM activity, across the entire CLL cohort, was a modest predictor of genomic complexity and not independent of other dominant predictive factors as outlined above; and (e) ATM activity was not prognostic for CLL outcome. Together, these data based on a large CLL cohort are consistent with prior observations that monoallelic ATM states are sufficient to support a functional response to DNA double-strand breaks (11, 42) . What remains unclear from this analysis is a mechanism for the reported moderately negative prognostic effect of ATM mutations in CLL, given our observation reported here that ATM hypoactivity seems to be only a minor contributor to genomic complexity in CLL and not predictive of outcome in CLL. One hypothesis is that a negative prognostic ATM effect is mostly driven by rare CLL cases with complete loss of ATM activity as suggested (which were rare in this cohort; ref. 10), or by compound defects in multiple closely linked pathogenetic genes on 11q as analyzed in this report (in the setting of low ATR expression; ref. 43) . Finally, it remains formally possible that ATM autophosphorylation does not measure all critical ATM functions that are important to CLL biology.
Through analysis of precise boundaries of the deleted genomic regions as part of various interstitial 11q deletions, we quantify for the first time the frequent loss of either Mre11 or H2AFX in addition to invariate loss of ATM through del11q in CLL. Given the data from mouse models indicating the effects on genomic instability of each of these genes (although not yet fully explored in the case of Mre11a single copy loss), and data for strong synergistic effects on genomic instability of combined ATM and H2AFX defects, we surmise that del11q affects genomic stability in CLL through compound defects in genes important to genomic stability (44) (45) (46) (47) . These data therefore offer a possible explanation for the observed imperfect correlation between p53 dysfunction and ATM mutation rates in patients with del11q (48) .
In this study, we have identified for the first time an independent contribution of del13q14 type II lesions on the genomic complexity in CLL. Recent data have suggested the existence of del13q14 subtypes, initially categorized as del13q14 type I (exclusive of Rb) and del13q14 type II (inclusive of Rb; ref. 32) . Given the known effect of Rb null states on genomic instability in mouse models (49) , Rb emerges as a candidate gene for genomic complexity in CLL. In addition, we note that (a) lower Rb mRNA levels were predictive of genomic complexity in CLL in univariate analysis (49) ; (b) that del13q14 type II lesions are associated with ∼2.5-fold lower Rb mRNA levels than all other CLL cases; and (c) that lower Rb mRNA levels were weak (OR, ∼1.5) but independent predictors of genomic complexity in models that did not include del13q14 type II lesions.
Although multiple other markers were predictors of genomic complexity in univariate analysis, only CD38 expression retained an independent value in multivariate models. Given that a CD38 polymorphism and, presumably, increased CD38 expression have recently been linked to CLL transformation to large cell lymphoma (Richter's transformation), it will be interesting to determine whether elevated genomic complexity constitutes a risk factor for transformation as well (50) .
In summary, our data provide solid support to the hypothesis that an impaired DNA double-strand break response due to multiple gene defects on multiple chromosomes is a major contributor to elevated genomic complexity in CLL, thus adding additional justification for the introduction of this novel biomarker into clinical practice and for the development of therapies not reliant on genotoxicity.
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